Theatro’s Intelligent Assistant Produces Results
Theatro produces results

Theatro delivers the mobile revolution to millions of hourly employees.
Theatro
produces results
Our SaaS solution gives every hourly employee immediate access to critical enterprise software
applications and our own suite of collaboration apps from our Intelligent Assistant. We deliver this
information via our Communicator, a voice-controlled IoT mobile end-point.
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Achieve BOPIS Perfection

Theatro Reinvents In-Store Omnichannel Execution

Retailers are investing heavily in omnichannel initiatives to gain a competitive advantage, to thwart the
advances of eCommerce pure plays, and to meet the ever rising expectations of customers. While
leading retailers have focused on connecting enterprise systems to expose and fulfill inventory from any
location, many still have significant challenges with in-store execution, including:

Inefficient Associate
Pick Processes &
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Poor BOPIS
Pick-Up
Experience

Missing In-Aisle
Product
Recommendations

Theatro removes the friction of omnichannel shopping by integrating with existing enterprise systems, delivering
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considering them.

John Thrailkill

EVP IT & Business Development at
The Container Store
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